Mike Robson, '64 scored a 1:50 yard victory over the first Worcester Polytechnic runner last Saturday at Worcester in the semi-finals of the MIT varsity Cross-Country squad over a 21-39 win over WPI.

The course was a 4.2 hilly, un-policed course. The runners were forced to pass over steep descents in the course. Tom Goldard '63 led the Worcester Polytechnic runners at several points in the course. Tom Goldard '63 led the MIT varsity squad in the semi-final round of the race. The Phi Gamma Delta advanced to the semi-finals of the race after defeating highly regarded Alpha Epsilon Pi over Senior House "A", Phi Delta Theta, and again before edging out Delta Psi and Phi Delta Theta. The Fijis have been ranked number one in the national polls with their first and second singles, Monroe Laboussie and Jimmy McRyan. The Phi Gamma Delta club, conquerers of Sigma Chi to earn the chance to compete in the bid for the intramural title by their first and second singles, Monroe Laboussie and Jimmy McRyan. The Phi Gamma Delta club, conquerers of Sigma Chi to earn the chance to compete in the bid for the intramural title by their first and second singles, Monroe Laboussie and Jimmy McRyan.

The team consisted of four or more men. Two of these must be qualified to skipper in intramural racing. To be qualified, a skipper must pass a maximum of 12 miles during the season. The race will be held on Wednesday afternoon of that week at the same time.


Intramural Sailing
Rosters Due Friday; Regatta Oct. 17

Mike Litschutz, '63, Intramural racing manager, has announced the fall sailing schedule. Rosters for IM sailing clubs are due in the athletic association office by Friday, Oct. 12.

Races will start Tuesday afternoon of that week at 4:30 p.m. These will continue through Wednesday and Thursday afternoons of that week at the same time.

In these races, a team consists of four or more men. Two of these must be qualified to skipper in intramural racing. To be qualified, a skipper must pass a maximum of 12 miles during the season. The race will be held on Wednesday afternoon of that week at the same time.


Frosh Soccer Tops Medford, 3-1

Second Game To Army, 3-0

MIT's freshman soccer squad opened its season with a 3-1 over Medford High on October 3. Last Saturday the frosh journeyed to West Point, where they dropped a 3-0 decision to Army.

The Medford game was played in rain and heavy mud, which apparently provided an advantage for MIT. An experienced and well organized Medford team kept the ball under their control and scored during the first five minutes of play. MIT soon gained control of the game, and scored two goals during the second quarter. The second goal was scored by MIT on a direct penalty kick.

MIT kept possession of the ball during most of the second half. Tech's final goal was scored late in the third quarter.

The freshmen began the Army game under much better conditions, but they ended on the bad end of the 3-0 score. The frosh was the team with the opening kick, only to be surprised by a hard hitting Army team. The Cadets, mainly Alpha Epsilon Pi who finished very strongly during the opening regatta.

"IT'S FOR THE COMPUTER!"

IBM has developed systems of computer-to-computer communication, which forecast the greatest advances in data processing since the introduction of the stored-program computer. These Teleprocessing systems greatly enhance the potential of data processing—putting their power at the disposal of businessmen and scientists located miles away.

Now it is possible to transmit data between computer installations at speeds up to 62,500 characters per second via broad-band communications channels. Any combination of systems can be used in the right way to exchange information or feed it to a data processing center. As a result, although they may be separated by a continent, computers can bring their capacities to bear on a single massive problem or operation.

There can be an exciting future for the graduate at IBM. The choice of jobs is wide. Advancement potential is excellent. All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, creed, color or national origin. Whatever your talents and skills, there may be just the job you've always looked forward to after college.

Why not find out by talking with the IBM representative in your area, outlining your background and interests, to: Manager of Technical Employment, IBM Corporation, Dept. 896, 590 Madison Avenue, N. Y. 22, N. Y.